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DOROTHY & THE WIZARD OF OZ
BRAND NEW EPISODES!
FRIDAYS, 5:20PM FROM NOVEMBER 10
Dorothy & the Wizard of Oz is an all-new animated comedic fantasy series that transports audiences
back to the wonderful and magical land of Oz. The episodes will be shown as part of the Boomerang
Dream Squad.
After the Wicked Witch of the West’s defeat, Queen Ozma has appointed Dorothy the Princess of
Emerald City. With her feet firmly grounded in her ruby slippers, Dorothy tackles her royal duties
with enthusiasm, bravery and farm girl feistiness. And whether it’s magic, munchkins, flying
monkeys or her arch nemesis, Wilhelmina — the “wicked witch in training” and niece of the Wicked
Witch of the West — Dorothy is ready to track down and put a stop to any problem that comes Oz’s
way.
Joining Dorothy in her adventures are some familiar friends: Lion, whose newly found courage is
often still fleeting; Tin Man, who is discovering new emotions that come with a new heart;
Scarecrow, who is bursting with brains; and, of course, her little dog, Toto. With her friends by her
side and her ruby slippers on her feet, Dorothy follows the Yellow Brick Road toward magical
mischief and embarks on exciting adventures that only a land like Oz can bring.
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MY LITTLE PONY FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC
BRAND NEW EPISODES
FRIDAYS, 4PM FROM NOVEMBER 3
In the magical land of Equestria, a kingdom populated only by colorful ponies, TWILIGHT SPARKLE, a
studious and slightly reclusive young unicorn intent only on enhancing her magical abilities, has been
assigned by her mentor, PRINCESS CELESTIA, a very important task: get your muzzle out of those
books and make some friends! In the quaint, fairytale village of PONYVILLE, TWILIGHT SPARKLE
meets 5 new ponies, and through funny, offbeat experiences and exciting, enchanted adventures,
they teach her about the most powerful magic of all: the magic of friendship! Watch all of these
brand new episodes as part of the Boomerang Dream Squad.
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GRIZZY & THE LEMMINGS
BRAND NEW EPISODES!
MONDAY- THURSDAY, 5:20PM FROM NOVEBER 13
In a vast natural reserve lost in the middle of the untamed wilderness, there is a small haven of
human civilization: the forest ranger’s house. In the eyes of the animals for 60 miles around, it’s El
Dorado.
Because he is (from his point of view) the most evolved animal on earth, the Bear Grizzy feels it’s
only natural that the ranger’s house becomes his territory as soon as its owner is away. In here, he
can enjoy all the modern conveniences that seem to have been custom designed especially for him.
No other animal dares to contest this Bear Privilege except the most inoffensive, stupid and
ridiculous mammal family that exists: The Lemmings- who also move into the house as soon as the
ranger is gone. The possibilities for having fun there are so plentiful! Thus, Grizzy and the Lemmings
lead a merciless battle over the forest ranger’s house in an atmosphere of total madness, where the
two adversaries constantly try to out-do each other with nasty tricks!
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DORAEMON
BRAND NEW EPISODES
SATURDAYS, 1:15PM FROM NOVEMBER 4
Brand new episodes as part of Caturdays!
Noby’s life is changed forever the day Doraemon––a “cat–type robot” from the 22nd century––pops
out of a time portal in Noby’s top desk drawer. Doraemon has been sent back in time by Noby’s
great–great grandson Soby to change Noby’s legendarily tragic life for the better, and thus improve
the life of all his descendants. Unfortunately, underachiever Noby seems to cause a great deal of his
own misfortune, and the addition of an endless supply of futuristic gadgets from Doraemon’s “4th–
dimensional pocket” usually creates even more trouble!
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BUNNICULA
BRAND NEW EPISODES!
WEEKENDS, 4PM FROM NOVEMBER 4
BUNNICULA is an all-new animated comedy series based on the bestselling children's book of the same name.
The series follows the paranormal comedy adventures of Bunnicula the vampire rabbit who, instead of
drinking blood, drains the juice of carrots and other vegetables to boost his supernatural abilities.
Upon moving to the mysterious Orlock Apartments building in New Orleans, 13-year-old Mina discovers
Bunnicula locked away in a chamber way down in the basement. Mina falls instantly in love with Bunnicula,
and adopts him as a pet, not knowing he has supernatural abilities. The mischievous rabbit is met with open
arms by her lovable, laid-back dog, Harold, and abject fear by her paranoid cat, Chester. But Bunnicula loves
Mina and will do anything to protect her from all the crazy supernatural animals and monsters he attracts.
Bunnicula, Chester and Harold will encounter everything from ghostly alligators squeezing through the pipes of
their apartment building to sinister spider-lambs released from Bunnicula's book of supernatural bedtime
stories.

For more information and images, please contact Tina Petrovski at tina@catapultcomms.com or +61
403 322 607.

